Caring for Others is Easy as A-B-C!

Be affectionate, beautiful, courageous, and more as you break gender stereotypes. Draw the actions that go along with each sentence, and watch your world become bolder and more colorful as a result!

Daryl put a bandage on Ben’s leg when he got hurt. He’s so affectionate.

Draw the bandage on Ben’s leg!
“Mohammed likes to do makeup and get beautiful with his sister.”

Draw Mohammed’s makeup and pedicure!

“Palmer smiles joyously when they see a new friend at the park.”

Draw Palmer’s smile!
“Jaylind helps his cousin cut vegetables for dinner, because he loves to help nurture his family.”

Draw Jaylind some vegetables to cut!

“Jaswinder protects her friend Erik, because he is afraid of the dark.”

Draw Jaswinder a source of light!